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"As I watch this
Real Estate roller
coaster of
Marketing ideas
spew out the next
big thing, I also
watch how the
industry flocks in
droves, and follows
like sheep to tap
into the new
technology to help
build their business.
It’s really important
to state right now,
that there is no
magic pill, no secret
answer. Instead it’s
all about hard work,
dedication, and
perseverance."

- David Greenspan

“THERE IS NO MAGIC PILL,
               no secret answer.”
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Do what works for you, not what the industry says works, and not what your colleague next to

you or down the hall is doing. For example, are you on social media, I mean truly on it, scrolling

every day, posting content, engaging with other peoples posts, liking and commenting on

things you see, or do you just have an account? Did you create a business page because that’s

what you just believe you should have, or did you do it with a strategy in mind? Are you aware

of the new challenges facing your business page, and what are you doing to manage that?

Did you sign on for online web leads because it sounded soooo easy? Just pay this company

between $500 - $2500/month and they’ll just deliver you business. Or how about Video - all

the craze today is to make sure you do video, you need to incorporate video because it’s the

thing, and if you do video, this business will just start flowing. 

“people just don't have the time”

If you don’t like being in front of a camera, I’m not suggesting not to give it a try, but how long

are you willing to take to try and master that skill, and then once you do, and you are

comfortable, let’s call it what it is, do you believe that your first or even your tenth video will all

of the sudden make you rich? 

And just like blogging was so crucial to your biz 10 years ago. It was going to change your

world. Did you blog? And if so, did you read anyone else’s blog? If you didn’t read theirs, who

do you think was reading yours?? Were you one of those people who tried to hire a stranger

to blog for you or have you tried to hire someone to do your Social? Do you realize that serves

no purpose. 

we have all picked up our pace, and our attention span is limited.
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WAYS TO COMMUNICATE WITH PROSPECTS
& DRIVE MORE LEADS

B Y  D A V I D  G R E E N S P A N

Including tips, checklists, content calendar & more. 
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There are a lot of ways to market yourself, and in this game,

there is a new bright shiny object that comes screaming

down the roller coaster track every 18 months. So what do

you do? What should you use to get out there and build

more mindshare? Well, there are only 7 ways to

communicate with another human being, 7, that’s it! And I

challenge you to think about an 8th. I've said this more times

than I can remember, on phone calls, in meetings, on stage,

and no one has yet to come up with an 8th.

LET’S BREAK DOWN THE 7, AND HIGHLIGHT NOT ONLY THE

CHANNEL, BUT ALSO THE REASON WE USE THIS CHANNEL,

AND HOW TO USE IT PROPERLY.
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This is you actually going out and meeting with people, seeing people, going for coffee,

lunches, dinners, the hockey rink, client appreciation events. This is you physically being

present with another person, or many persons. You cannot hire anyone to do this for you,

since Real Estate is a Relationship business, you need to do this. Now, when you’re with

people, do not sell. Do not, do not, do not, sell. 

If all you do is talk real estate every time you’re with people, at some point, when you’re

walking through that coffee shop and someone you know sees you, they’re going to run

and hide, thinking uh oh here he/she comes again trying to sell my house. If you do that,

bye bye “like you” factor. They may know you, maybe even trust you, but they simply won’t

like you. Unless you are in a business meeting, when physically present with people, just be

you. Have fun, be a friend, not a salesperson.

01 | IN PERSON

no one likes to be sold to, instead have fun, be a friend, 
not a sales person .
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Y O U  K E E P  I N  T O U CH W I T H T HO S E  Y O U  M E E T  I N  P E R S O N .  
 N E V E R  L E AV E  W I T HO U T  HAV I N G  A W AY  T O  R E CO N N E CT .

When the store clerk asks for your email address to have on file, hand them your
business card. Let them know to text or email you if they ever have any real

estate needs. Ask for their email so you can stay connected.

Here you have more time to build rapport with your server, connect with them on
social and leave them your business card.

Do not talk business, be personable, be interested in them and
ensure you stay connected on social media before leaving the event.
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Text is probably the preferred level of communication these days but the phone in the real

estate industry is still a needed connection.  Yes, this is you making phone calls to people.

You probably see  70-90% of your business come from referrals or people you know.

These calls are “warm” calls. Call them up, say hello and see how they're doing, catch up on

a recent vacation, talk about the local sports team and last nights game or even ask advice

about something. The purpose of this phone call is to just have a conversation and build a

relationship, not sell a house or ask for a listing. 

 

It’s sometimes the very small gestures you give out that builds and nurtures the
relationships you have. 

You should have a strategy around who you’re going to call and how often you will call

them. By being strategic, every once in a while you will now be allowed to have that

business conversation and it won’t be awkward because of the relationship you are having

with them.  The best part is, as you develop and nurture the relationship, you are making it

easier for those people to call you when they have even the smallest question which will

probably be about “Real Estate”.

02 | BY PHONE
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Family
“Hey Julie, it’s David from [Company Name]. How are you and the kids doing? 
 [Listen to their response] That's great to hear!

Have you guys been able to get out to the beach this summer yet
or do you have any vacations booked?  Or big plans coming up?
[Listen to their response]

Dreams

How is work treating you these days. Are you in the office or working
from home?  [Listen to their response]Occupation

What have you and the family been up to lately?   Any sports activities?   
[Listen to their response]Recreation

At David Greenspan Coaching, we teach our clients to follow the
FORD Method. How does it work?

When you call your client, have a conversation with them without trying to sell them
something or bluntly asking for business right away. 
 
An example may go something like this:
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schedule the call, make notes on what you talked about, then move
them ahead in your calendar 3-5 months, create predictable days

with income producing activities!

It’s that simple. Once the conversation is going
back and forth they will ask back the same

questions to you. This is where you get to talk
about business without you bringing it up.
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If I wanted to invite you for coffee, lunch or dinner I could easily text you and it would be

acceptable. If I needed to ask you a quick question, I could easily text you as well. 

But if I had some stats to share about the market or give you some insights or news

update, texting this information wouldn’t be the right channel.  

Have you ever received a marketing message via text? Didn’t it feel somewhat intrusive

that you were being “marketed” to on your personal cell phone.  

Your phone is meant for your friends, family and close clients to get in touch with you. 

A text message is meant to be a personal channel to communicate with short messages

and this is how you need to be using the channel with your prospects and clients. 

03 | TEXT MESSAGE

“texts are short and sweet, not meant to provide too much info or sell anything”

A few ways you can really up your game in the texting department and really

differentiate yourself is investing in a texting system.  An example of one option available

is called Project Broadcast. You can learn about it at www.ProjectBroadcast.com

Essentially it is business messaging with a personal touch. It allows you to reach more

people in your network using SMS, MMS and voicemail drops while maintaining that

personal connection we know is important. 

TEXT MESSAGE HACK
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Birthdays – schedule a text to automatically text out a Happy
Birthday to your clients on their birthdays. 

Moving Anniversaries – schedule a text for one year from the
date your clients closed on their new home congratulating
them again.

Closing Follow Up – schedule a text 1 month after your clients
close and move into their home checking in to see if
everything is ok, are they settled, do they need anything.

Phone Call Follow Up – schedule a text after your phone call,
if they made a comment about an event or vacation and see
how it went.

Simple touches like this can make someone feel acknowledged. This is
something that will set you apart from everyone else, and this is something
your clients will talk to their friends about that will turn into referrals for you. 

What would you use Project Broadcast for?
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Ah, the stigma around the snail. "No one uses paper anymore", "Marketing by paper...It’s

expensive, and hard to track." There are a ton of stigmas around the use of paper, all that

said, did you know that

76% of “millennials” see paper as more trustworthy for marketing than electronic channels.

Do you know why? Because it is too easy to get duped into a scam or a virus through

electronic messaging. Paper does not pose that same risk. Furthermore when you think

of Real Estate, paper is in fact the only method of marketing that actually connects you

with someone’s home. Think about this, when you send me an email, or a text, or you call

me, or even connect on social media, I get all your messages through my 1 device, and I

can literally be anywhere in the world. This does not necessarily connect you to my home.

Instead, when I receive that paper in my mail box, I am definitely at home.

Paper is not dead
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What starts to happen is that you begin to subconsciously connect yourself with my home.

We are always so concerned with developing the relationship with the person, that we often

forget about and disregard the actual home. Instead, focus on the home as well. Send a list in

the spring of the top landscapers in the area, or top snow removal companies for the winter,

or even deliver grass seed, or yard bags. This is you developing a conscious connection with

the physical home, showing you care for their home as well as them.

paper delivers the business message while you're not there, and consciously connects you to their home. 

This direct mail channel is the opposite to the in person, the call or text and would not be

used to quickly ask a question or invite someone for dinner. Instead it can be used to deliver a

calendar for their home, and marketing content about their community and the market

around them. An informative piece of value add information. The best part is, you are not

there when it lands and so they don’t feel as if you’re this pushy sales person. This channel,

you can hire someone to help you with.

Custom branded to you

Personalized  to each individual 

Use an envelop

Real news, relevant to the time

Showcase your listings & 

sold pictures
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E N S U R E  E A C H  P I E C E  O F  D I R E C T  M A I L  I S :

Name 

Salutation 

Language 

Custom Branded to you

Real news, relevant to the time

Be consistent in sending your pieces, recomended 10x / year

Showcase your listings & sold pictures

Personalized  to each individual contact including:

Relationship: the way you speak to them

Relevant content regarding Ownership

House Type

Use an Envelope

With a real stick on stamp

Envelope is addressed to Home Owner with their name

Holiday mail is specific to your contact
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05 | EMAIL

How To Save Money For A Down Payment

Guide To Selling Your Home For Top Dollar

First Time Home Buyer Guide

Email is a non intrusive way to share marketing information with your clients if you think it’s

something they should know or would be beneficial to them. Using it the right way to serve

your clients is what will keep your email from going in the email trash or from them

unsubscribing.

 

There are 3 steps to follow to effectively serve your clients and reach new ones.  
 

1.     Grow Your Email List
 

Your email list should be filled with current clients that you can serve on a continuous basis,

prospects and referrals that you can convert into clients.  The fastest way to grow an email list

is to offer something of value to someone where they would be willing to give you their email

address to receive it. This is called a lead magnet or an email opt in and is easy enough to

create. 

 

A few examples of a perfect lead magnet that you could create to grow your email list
would be: 
 

2.      Nurture Your Email List Into Clients
 

A simple way to nurture your prospects would be to use a welcome series. Here is how it

works… You create a lead magnet, someone opts in and is now on your list. The next step is to

nurture them and let them get to know you so they think of you when they want to list or buy

a home.  

 

As soon as someone opts in to your lead magnet, they are sent an email within seconds of

whatever you promised them. [Example: First Time Buyer Home Guide] 

 

Then for the next 5 days, you send them more value and introduce yourself following the

BURST Series.
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Brand Awareness

Thank them for downloading your freebie,
Introduce yourself, it could literally be the first
time they’re actually learning your name,
business name, what you do, and how you can
help them, even further than your offer or
freebie in your ad. You should always end the
first email with a teaser telling people to be on
the lookout for your next email.

Untapped Opportunity
This email you want to offer something
and give them something they can use

that they didn't already know about, 
 maybe offer a free guide on....

Reciprocity
Give them something extra that can go
with your opt in that can add even more
value for them. 

Social Proof
In this email you can showcase one of

your past clients that loved everything
you have done and still do for them.

Trust / Call to Action

This is called a lead magnet or an email opt in and is easy enough to create. 

[I use The Social Sisters to help me creatively create different versions of lead

magnets. You can find them over on Instagram @thesocialsisters_]

welcome new email subscribers

Remind them again that you are offering a
free home appraisal, and if there is any
question they have about their home or
neighbourhood you are happy to help.
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3.      Monthly e-Newsletter
 

Now that you have welcomed your new prospects on your email list, they can now go into

receiving your weekly emails. 

 

You can do this 2 ways. Plan 1-2 hours at the beginning of the month, write and schedule your

4 emails for the month or decide to take 30 minutes each week to write and send. 

 

What type of emails to send?
 

Serve your community of prospects and clients on your list as much as possible so you

become their go to person when they are ready to go. 

 

Keep the emails nice, simple and short. Don’t get all fancy with borders, logo’s and pictures. A

nice simple email is sufficient. Not every email has to be about Real Estate. The main goal

here is for them to always keep you in mind. 

 

If this is something you want to delegate to your assistant then you can do so, just make sure

they follow the 3 steps and that they are followed consistently.

05 | EMAIL

Email Content Ideas

Listings

Online deals you find

Hom e D IY's

Recipes

Tips and advice for the 

holidays 

Tips and advice for the 
season 

Current Market updates

Repurpose social m edia 

content
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06 | SOCIAL MEDIA

Hiring someone to do your social media is like hiring someone to go to a party for you!

It's no secret that if you're not on social media you are missing out. Its the way our world is, and
it's here to stay! We are there to connect with people, to be entertained, to learn something,
and purely out of habit. We are not there to buy anything. 

Organic reach on any platform is about  2-5% of our followers. That’s it!! So how do you get the
content on your page to be seen? 

This is where paying for social media comes into the mix. You need to pay to “sponsor” your
posts. BUT that’s all you’re paying for, is to “sponsor” your posts. 

You still need to come up with the content, and it needs to be good content, value add stuff,
not just your listing and the next listing and then an open house. 

Unless I am shopping for a house, AND I happen to maybe know you, then your sponsored
post that you spent money on, still does nothing for me. The bottom line is that you need to be
involved in social media. 

You should not be hiring someone do to it for you.

Social media is social media not business media!

I have included a 90 day social media content calendar to help on those days you're stuck on
what to post on your social media platforms
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07 | ONLINE MARKETING
Online marketing includes your website, SEO, re-marketing, re-targeting, in-marketing, landing
pages, lead magnets and essentially trying to find prospects on the web. 
 
This combined is called a website. 
 
Yes, you need one. A website is more of an online business card, than it is a business driver. This
can be overwhelming and probably not the best use of your time, so unless you know what
you’re doing then hire someone to create and build this for you. 
 
There are two reasons why you need a website to grow your business: 
 
1.     You need one place that you can direct people to validate you as a real estate agent, your
qualifications and if you’re a good fit to work with. Include your listings and other value add
items to help get them even more interested in working with you.

2.     You need a retargeting tool to convert your visitors into clients. You’ve just sent prospects
to your website without you really knowing exactly who landed on your site. How are you going
to follow up with them?
 

It's one thing to spend money to get leads, it's another thing to actually convert them. 

You can retarget these prospects to convert them into clients via social media ads and email
campaigns. Again, this may be something you want to hire out but it’s something that needs to
be done if you really want to level up.

I put together a simple Website Checklist and a Listing Checklist that you can follow or give to
the person/company you hired to do it for you. In this quick checklist you’ll find everything that
you need to have/offer on your website.
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Website

Listing Marketing Checklist

Section for your Listings

Section about you personally
and your business
accomplishments

Lead Magnet

Contact form

Shoot property videos

Share on Facebook

Share pictures on Instagram

Share on LinkedIn

Add all marketing links via email

Blog – if you are writing an
email once a week to your
email list, you should
repurpose that email into a
blog. This is a way people
can find you faster.

Just Listed Facebook Ads
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Everything and anything we do requires support!

If you have the website, you need to market it to generate the leads. Then once you get the
leads, you need the CRM to capture those leads. Then you need the ongoing marketing to
convert those leads. Once converted, you then need to continue marketing so you can get
the repeat and referral business. You don’t have a flashing neon open sign, or a light on top
of your car to tell people you’re open for business. Use the right channel, to deliver the right
message. Nike, Coke, and McDonald’s never worry about how much they market to us.
They simply do it repetitiously and consistently to build the mindshare. And that’s why they
have so much market share!

Repetition & Consistency 
Builds MindShare!
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H o w  t o  G e t  M a s s i v e

Know

Your Goal

Build Good
Relationships

Upgrade your

knowledge

Dare to Take

Risks

Be Confident in

Any Case

Lead Your

Team Mates

Transfer the

Knowledge

Be Wise in

Spending

Gather More
Update Info
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MONTH:Monthly
O V E R V I E W :  D u r i n g  t h i s  m o n t h  t r a c k  w h i c h  w a y s  y o u  a r e

c o m m u n i c a t i n g  w i t h  p e o p l e ,  t h i s  w i l l  h e l p  y o u  d e t e r m i n e  w h i c h

c h a n n e l  y o u  n e e d  t o  u p  y o u r  e f f o r t s  o n .

Action Steps:

1. 
2.
3.
4.
5.

MO N TH L Y G O AL

SUN MON WED THU SATFRITUE
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P L A N N E R

M T T F S SW

Date:

P RIO RITIES

AP P O IN TMEN T

TO  D O  L IST

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7 .

8 .

9.

10.

11.

12.

N O TES ID EAS
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Thank you very much for downloading

The Ultimate Marketing Bundle for

Realtors. Understanding how to use the

7 ways to communicate with prospects

& drive more leads will ultimately grow

your network and your business.  If you

would like to discuss how to start being  

personally coached by me, simply 

FILL OUT THIS FORM or visit

https://bit.ly/MSCoachingInfoForm

Regards,

David  Greenspan

https://forms.gle/evdWwUXoB8fGxLy2A
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